In their Research Article "Reexamination of the folding of BPTI: Predominance of native intermediates," J. S. Weissman and P. S. Kim (1) state that the disulfide pathway of unfolding and refolding of the protein BPTI (bovine pancreatic trypsin inhibitor) (2, 3) (Fig. 1 ) is incorrect and in need of revision. However, the data presented by Weissman and Kim are fully consistent with the fundamental aspects of the original pathway and indeed confirm it; in contrast, their revised pathway is inconsistent in several respects with the available experimental data.
Weissman and Kim have reinvestigated the BPTI folding pathway, using reversedphase high-performance liquid chromatography separations to characterize the disulfide intermediates that are trapped by blocking all Cys thiols during refolding and disulfide formation from the reduced protein. Their separation procedures are clearly superior to those used in earlier work and represent a substantial advance. Using these procedures, Weissman and Kim confirmed many of the aspects of the original disulfide folding pathway. In pH, where the protein thiol groups are not ionized. But these are just the conditions where the disulfide approach to folding is least appropriate. The use of disulfides to elucidate protein folding mechanisms is possible only when the reduced protein is unfolded, so that disulfide bond formation and protein folding are linked functions (10) . Ionization of thiol groups at alkaline pH contributes to keeping a reduced protein unfolded. At lower pH, protonated thiol groups are more readily buried by the protein adopting the native conformation. This is a major factor with an exceptionally stable folded protein like BPTI. Molecules of this protein with two native-like disulfide bonds, and even the molecule with only the most stable disulfides 5-55, tend to adopt a native-like conformation (8, (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) . The stability of the native conformation is lowered, but it can be populated even at pH 8.7 with (30-51; 14-38) and (5-55; Weissman and Kim imply that accessibility of thiol groups within the native-like conformation is a major factor specifying the BPTI pathway. This is undoubtedly the case with the quasi-native species (13) and [5-55; 14-381 (11, 14) , where the Cys30 and Cys51 thiols tend to be inacces- intermediates are sufficiently reactive to disulfide reagents to accumulate as the mixed disulfide when they cannot readily form a protein disulfide (2, 19) . This accumulation as the mixed disulfide is positive evidence that the block in forming these disulfide bonds occurs in the second, intramolecular step, in which occurs folding and the displacement by a second Cys thiol of the mixed disulfide, not because of inaccessibility of the thiol groups (20) .
In summary, the original BPTI folding pathway (Fig. 1) Response: Creighton accepts the accuracy of our folding experiments with bovine pancreatic trypsin inhibitor (BPTI), but he asserts that our analysis mistakenly equates levels of accumulation of intermediates with their kinetic importance. However, our kinetic analysis did not rely on the population of the observed intermediates. Rather, each of the rates indicated in our BPTI folding pathway (1) was measured directly with chromatographically purified, reversibly trapped intermediates (Fig. 1) . Moreover, as we will explain below, our conclusions are fully consistent with the experimental data cited by Creighton.
Creighton's pioneering work introduced the trapping of disulfide-bonded intermediates as a method for studying the folding of proteins. This work also established the folding pathway of BPTI as perhaps the most important paradigm for protein folding. Two features of the original BPTI folding pathway (2) were particularly striking. First, there were specific normative species (that is, molecules containing disulfide bonds not found in the native protein) that were populated at high levels. Second, two of the well-populated normative species had a critical role in guiding BPTI to its native state. These fundamental aspects of the original folding pathway for BPTI provided the strongest available evidence that normative interactions play an important and specific informational role in protein folding.
In our paper (1) 
